
I’m a product designer who believes in functional, clean, 
beautiful, and data-driven design 

gaanasrini@gmail.com

www.medium.com/@gaanasrini

+91 9886350293

www.dribbble.com/gaanasrini

www.gaana.design

 Design for iOS according to Apple’s HIG

 Design for Material guidelines by Google

 Wireframing and prototyping for web & mobile

 Mobile-first responsive design

 Guerrilla + remote usability testing

 User-first thinking and rapid iteration in an agile environment

 Preference for data driven design and A/B testing

 Strong written and verbal communication

Flow Creation, Wireframing, Visual Design, Prototyping, Usability Testing

KEY DISCIPLINES

SKILLS

TOOLS

Gaana 
Srinivas
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Designed FreshClub, our flagship product, offering members exclusive
discounts and privileges (currently live)

Taken responsibility for designing and optimizing key flows in the 
system, with a near 100% success rate (positive lift in revenue) during 
A/B tests.

Have been almost solely responsible for design of features for the 
FreshMenu iOS and Android apps (about 38,000 daily users)

Worked on payment integrations for UPI, Tez by Google and Sodexo Meal 
Pass with the platform, which FreshMenu was one of the very first in the 
country to do

Introduced a culture of prototyping and hands-on collaboration with
developers

Youngest in team of 3 designers

Will be working with the Amazon Pay team in Bangalore on contract. 

Designed the iOS and Android apps and the website, almost 
singlehandedly

Worked directly with the CTO, product, and other stakeholders to push 
for design innovation

Also contributed to creating the design language used for marketing 
purposes

Spearheaded user testing, both remote and in-person, to collect 
valuable insight that helped create our flagship feature, User Generated
Recommendations
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WORK EXPERIENCE

Product Designer at FreshMenu (May 2017 - Current)

Product Designer at Amazon (June 2018 - Dec 2018)

UX Designer at Little Black Book (April 2016 - May 2017)



Laid out spec, made wireframes, and finished visual design for several 
apps including a large 100+ screen enterprise web app 

Created graphics and writing product copy when required

Created stylesheets in Less when required.
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UI/UX Designer at Softrade (Jan 2015 - Dec 2015)

Mount Carmel College - First Class

NAFL - 94.6%

ACADEMICS

BA in Media & Communication Studies (2011-2014)

CBSE Higher Secondary School (2009-2011)


